
The NSW Government is proposing to 
install a noise wall to reduce noise levels 
for nearby residents along the Warringah 
Freeway between St Thomas’ Rest Park 
and Brook Street, Crows Nest

Privacy Roads and Maritime Services (‘RMS’) is subject to the Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998 (PPIP Act) which requires that we comply with the 
Information Privacy Principles set out in the PPIP Act. All information in correspondence is collected for the sole purpose of assisting the assessment of this proposal.  
The information received, including names and addresses of respondents, may be published in subsequent documents unless a clear indication is given in the correspondence 
that all or part of that information is not to be published. Otherwise RMS will only disclose your personal information, without your consent, if authorised by the law. Your personal 
information will be held by RMS. You have the right to access and correct the information if you believe that it is incorrect. 

This document contains important information 
about transport projects in your area. If you need an 
interpreter, please call the Translating and Interpreting 
Service on 131 450 and ask them to call the project 
team on 1800 312 772. The interpreter will then help 
you with translation.

You can contact us at any time to learn more about the project or to provide your feedback.

www.rms.nsw.gov.au/nap

1800 312 772

chandos@rms.nsw.gov.au

 Customer feedback 
Roads and Maritime Services 
Locked Bag 928, North Sydney NSW 2059

Chandos Street  Vegetation 10 years after planting

Warringah Freeway

St Thomas’ Rest Park  Vegetation 10 years after planting

Review of Environmental Factors (REF)

Roads and Maritime has prepared a Review  
of Environmental Factors (REF) to assess  
the environmental impacts of the proposed  
Chandos Street Noise Wall. The REF covers  
the following: 

• noise wall details including design specifics

• environmental impacts including proposed 
tree removal 

• impacts during construction including 
proposed noisy work and night work 

• noise benefits once completed.

The REF will be on display from 23 November 
until 14 December. You can review the REF by:

1. visiting rms.nsw.gov.au/nap

2. visiting North Sydney Council Chambers  
from 23 November until 14 December.  
The REF will be on display at the service desk.

Next steps

Roads and Maritime will consider 
community feedback and determine the 
Review of Environmental Factors for the 
Chandos Street Noise Wall. If approved, 
construction will begin mid 2019.

We will notify residents of the outcome.

November 2018

Chandos Street Noise Wall

Project Update

Designed to  
Integrate  
with the  
Built Environment

Reduces  
Vehicle Noise

Engineered to fit
Road Contour 
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Proposed Chandos 
Street Noise Wall 

Proposed Chandos 
Street Noise Wall 

Landscaping at the 
end of Chandos Street

Existing brick wall 
maintained 

For the past four months, Roads and Maritime 
Services has engaged with residents and 
stakeholders about the proposed Chandos Street 
Noise Wall at Crows Nest. 

After consideration of community and stakeholder 
feedback, Roads and Maritime has decided to 
proceed with the Chandos Street Noise Wall. 

We will be holding a community feedback session 
on Thursday 29 November to present the final 
design details. 

Community feedback

The sentiment from the community was generally 
supportive of the noise wall. The main concerns  
raised were:

1. loss of trees
2. overshadowing
3. safety concerns
4. construction impacts to properties.

This feedback has been an integral part of informing 
the proposed final design for the Chandos Street 
Noise Wall.

We thank the community for its input.

Proposed Chandos Street Noise Wall

Chandos Street Noise Wall

Community  
feedback session
We will be holding a 
community feedback 
session for you to meet 
our project team and see 
the final design details  
for the Chandos Street 
Noise Wall. 

We invite you to drop  
in anytime between  
3pm and 7pm.

Venue:   Crows Nest Centre
  2 Ernest Place, 

Crows Nest

Date:   Thursday  
29 November

Time:   3pm to 7pm

Contact
If you have any questions, 
please contact the project 
team on 1800 312 772 
between 8.30am and 
5.00pm, Monday to Friday 
or email  
chandos@rms.nsw.gov.au

We look forward to seeing 
you at the community 
feedback session.

Final design details

The new proposed noise wall will be constructed from:

1. St Thomas’ Rest Park to the existing brick wall at 
the end of Jenkins Lane. We will not be removing 
the existing brick wall.

The noise wall will measure about four and a half 
metres high and 180 metres long. Part of the wall 
will be built using clear plexiglass to allow natural 
light through for properties. An artist impression has 
been attached for your information.

2. Brook Lane to the end of the existing brick wall  
at Jenkins Lane. The noise wall will measure about 
three metres high and about 17 metres long.  
By reducing the length of the wall, we have 
considered safety concerns and may reduce impacts 
to trees in the vegetated area.

IMAGE SOURCED FROM NEARMAPS

Chandos Street Noise Wall elevation —artist’s impression
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